
 
Joint Operational Fires Effect Course (JOFEC) Subject Matter Expert/ Instructor 
Location:  United States-Oklahoma-Fort Sill 
US Citizenship Required for this Position:  Yes 
Clearance Type:  Secret 
Number of Openings: 4 
  
1Prospect Technologies is seeking Joint Operational Fires Effect Course (JOFEC) Subject 
Matter Expert / Instructors to provide resident and mobile training team (MTT) JOFEC 
instruction to military, civilian and contractor students. Instructors will teach, design and maintain 
Programs of Instruction (POIs) and lesson plans by incorporating lessons learned, doctrine, and 
current and evolving Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) into the POIs. Instructors will 
monitor, maintain and operate a digital classroom and computer network as part of the JOFEC 
POI, and develop simulated mission scenarios that support the JOFEC courseware.  Instructors 
will make recommendations to the schoolhouse concerning current developments for input to all 
applicable Army, Joint, and DOD related publications 
  
Basic Qualifications & Requirements:  
  

• Ability to demonstrate the skill and ability to perform complex professional defense 
research and analysis tasks and develop innovative approaches and solutions  

• Ability to communicate effectively and to clearly present technical approaches and 
findings.  Able to present instruction to senior officers, NCOs, and DoD civilians at 
resident and MTT locations 

  
Must be able to obtain and maintain a DOD Secret security clearance.   Must be able to obtain 
and maintain a United States Passport 
  
Military experience in fire support training and leadership positions, to include one operational 
level tour completed in both service and multi-service commands, and Combat Arms and Joint 
background experience, in a senior NCO, senior Warrant, or field grade billet 
  
Expertise in one or more of the seven areas below: 
  
1. Intelligence field at the joint and operational level (collection management; Joint Intelligence 
Preparation of the Operational Environment (JIPOE); Joint Task Force (JTF) intelligence 
support to targeting; sensor capabilities and limitations) 
  
2.  Experience in Combat Arms and Air Defense Artillery Brigade or AAMDC that conducted 
AMD and airspace planning 
 
3. Fires tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP), and employment, capabilities and 
organization of the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) and 
U.S. Navy Composite Warfare Commander (CWC) concept. Subject matter expert in the 
specifics of joint fires, effects, and targeting. Military experience, within the fires and effects cells 
and fire support expertise at the Division, Corps, Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), U.S. Navy 
Composite, Warfare Commander (CWC), and Joint level is required 
  
4. Fires TTPs and employment, capabilities and organization of the U.S. Air Force (USAF) and 
the USAF Air and Space Operations Center (AOC) and joint air ground operations. Air Force 
equivalent to Combat Arms and Joint background experience. Subject matter expert in the 



 
specifics of joint fires, effects, and targeting. Subject matter expert in joint doctrine, Joint 
Operations Planning and Execution System (JOPE), joint operations, airspace integrations, and 
air delivered weapons 
  
5. Information Operations (IO), to include Electronic Warfare, Operational Security, Computer 
Network Operations, Psychological Operations, Physical Destruction and Military Deception. 
Knowledgeable on all pillars of IO {Psychological Operations (PSYOP), Operational Security 
(OPSEC), Electronic Warfare (EW), Physical Destruction, Military Deception and Computer 
Network Operations (CNO) 
  
6. Joint targeting, fires and effects (both lethal and non-lethal). Knowledge and experience in the 
following areas: Joint Targeting; Fires; Operations; and Command and Control. Capable of 
conducting targeting, directing fires and operations utilizing the ABCS and C4ISR systems 
 
7. Lead JOFEC instructor. Experience at Corp, component or above headquarters and have 
active participation in the dynamic and High Value Individual (HVI) targeting process. 
Knowledge and experience in an advisory position to General Officer/Flag Officer in the multiple 
aspects of the targeting processes which include; target nomination process; air tasking cycle; 
strike policy; rules of engagement; law of armed conflict; target development and the joint 
targeting cycle ; collateral damage estimation methodology; and precision targeting. 
   
Other Qualifications:  
  
Bachelor's degree preferred 
Graduate of CGSC or multi service equivalent required 
Recent joint operational fires experience in support of OIF/OEF 
Graduate of JPME I and II a plus 
Graduate of CCC, WOAC, SLC or ANCOC preferred 
Qualified as JOFEC Instructor a plus 
Joint Intermediate Target Development Course (JITD) 
Graduate of Army Basic Instructor Course (ABIC) or service equivalent (within three years) 
required by contract 
Graduate of Small Group Instructor Course (SGIC) preferred Graduate of Systems Approach to 
Training Basic Course (SATBC), Training Development Capability (TDC) or equivalent preferred 
  
1Prospect Technologies is committed to hiring and retaining a diverse workforce. We are proud 
to be an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action-Employer, making decisions without regard to 
race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, national 
origin, age, veteran status, disability, or any other protected class. 

 
www.1prospect.com 
 
Qualified Candidates send resume to:  careers@1prospect.com 
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